Chicago 16th A

Chicago 16th A is the reference style described in chapter 14 of The Chicago Manual of Style. 16th ed. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2010. This style is based on the use of notes (footnotes or endnotes) and a bibliography or citation list. (Chapter 15 of the manual describes an Author-date style known as Chicago 16th B).

How to refer with Chicago 16th A

If your text does not include a full bibliography or exhaustive reference list, full details should be given in the note at the first mention of any source. Subsequent references may be in the short form. If you have a full bibliography and exhaustive reference list, all citations in the running text can be short notes.

Articles in journals:

In notes, full citation

First name Surname, “Title of the article,” Name of the journal in italics volume number, issue number (Year): quoted pages.


In notes, short citations

Surname, "Short title of the article," quoted pages.


In the bibliography

Surname, First name. "Title of the article”. Name of the journal in italics volume number, issue number (Year): page numbers.


Article in an electronic journal – with DOI

In notes, full citation

First name Surname, "Title of the article," Name of the journal in italics volume number, issue (Year): quoted pages, doi.


In notes, short citations
Surname, "Short title of the article", Quoted pages.


**In the bibliography**

Surname, First name. "Title of the article." *Name of the journal in italics* volume number, issue number (Year): page numbers. doi.


**Articles in electronic journals – without DOI**

**In notes, full citation**

First name Surname and First name Surname, "Title of the article," *Name of the journal in italics* Volume number, issue number (Year): quoted pages, retrieved from http.

http://muse.jhu.edu/journals/journal_of_interdisciplinary_history/v041/41.3.kelly.html.

**In notes, short citations**

Surname, "Short title of the article ", Quoted pages.

Kelly and Cormac, "The Poor Law", 350.

**In the bibliography**


**Books**

**In notes, full citation**

First name Surname, *Title in italics* (Place of publication: Publisher, Year), Quoted pages.


**In notes, short citations**


In the bibliography
Surname, First name. *Title in italics*. Place of publication: Publisher, Year.


Books by multiple authors

In notes, full citation

Full name, Full name and Full name, *Title in italics* (Place of publication: Publisher, Year), quoted pages.


Or, if more than three authors:

Full name et. al., *Title in italics* (Place of publication: Publisher, Year), quoted pages.

In notes, short citations

Surname, surname and surname., *Short title in italics*, quoted pages.

Berger, Luckmann, *The social construction of reality*, 34.

Or, if more than three authors:

Surname et. al., *Short title in italics*, quoted pages.

In the bibliography

Surname, First name, First name Surname (, First name Surname, First name Surname etc.) and First name Surname. *Title in italics*. Place of publication: Publisher, Year.


Books with an editor

In notes, full citation

First name Surname, ed., *Title in italics* (Place of publication: Publisher, Year), quoted pages.


In notes, short citations


In the bibliography
Surname, First name, ed. *Title in italics*. Place of publication: Publisher, Year.


Books in series

In notes, full citation

Full name, *Title in italics*, Series title volume. (Place of publication: Publisher, Year), Quoted pages.


In notes, short citations


In the bibliography
Surname, First name. *Title in italics*. Series title volume. Place of publication: Publisher, Year.

Wauchope, Robert A. *A Tentative Sequence of Pre-Classic Ceramics in Middle America*. Middle American Research Records 14, New Orleans, LA: Tulane University, 1950

Books with no author or editor

In notes, full citation

*Title in italics* (Place of publication, Publisher, Year), quoted pages.


In notes, short citations

*Title in italics*, quoted pages.

*Historisk riss for Vestfold*, 75.

In the bibliography

*Title in italics*. Place of publication: Publisher, Year.

PhD and Master's theses

In notes, full citation

First name Surname, “Title of the thesis” (kind of thesis. Institution, Year), Quoted pages.


In notes, short citations


Glørstad, "Neolittisk renessanse," 52.

In the bibliography


Chapters in books

In notes, full citation

First name Surname, "Title of the chapter," in Title of the book in italics, ed. Editor’s First name Surname (Place of publication: Publisher, Year), quoted pages.


In notes, short citations

Surname, "Short title of the article," quoted pages.

Turner, "Law and punishment," 44.

In the bibliography

Surname First name. "Title of the article." In Title of the book in italics, edited by editor’s First name Surname. Page from-to. Place of publication: Publisher, Year.


Web pages

In notes, full citation
Publisher, "Title," publication date, or revision date, or, if these are not available, access date. URL.


In notes, short citations

Publisher, "Short title".

University of Oslo Library, "Library regulations."

In the bibliography

Publisher. "Title." Date published or last modified. URL.


Example of bibliography

Use hanging indentation, i.e. indent all lines following the first line of each entry.


